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A B S T R A C T

This paper considers the leader–follower synchronization control of under-actuated marine vessels for un-
derway replenishment. An integrated guidance and control method is presented to achieve the underway
replenishment operations despite of unknown model uncertainties, external disturbances, and unknown
velocities of the leader vessel. Specifically, a velocity observer based on a robust exact differentiator (RED) is
firstly designed to estimate the unknown velocity of the leader vessel. Next, a finite-time light-of-sight guidance
law based on the velocity observer is developed to synchronize the follower vessels with the leader vessel.
Then, two disturbance observers based on REDs are designed to estimate the total disturbances composed of
model uncertainties and external disturbances at the kinetic level. With the aid of the RED-based disturbance
observers, an anti-disturbance nonlinear control law is presented to track the desired guidance signals in
finite time. The tracking errors of the closed-loop system are proved to be ultimately uniformly bounded
via Lyapunov stability theory. Finally, an example is utilized to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed
anti-disturbance synchronization control method for multiple under-actuated marine vessels.

1. Introduction

Underway replenishment operations are of critical importance in
case that it is impractical or impossible to return to base to replenish
supplies such as fuel, food, parts, or personnel due to mission require-
ments (Kyrkjebø, 2007; Skejic et al., 2009). It is essential for long-term
military and civil missions to shorten port time. As an important means
to ensure the sustained navigation and operation of marine vessels,
underway replenishment is a fundamental problem and has drawn in-
tensive research interests. In general, the control objective of underway
replenishment operation is to coordinate the motion of the supply and
replenished vessels in a leader–follower configuration (Breivik et al.,
2008; Kyrkjebø, 2007).

During the past few years, control of marine vessels for underway
replenishment has been widely studied in the literature, and a number
of effective methods are proposed (Belleter and Pettersen, 2017; Bond-
hus and Pettersen, 2005; Gierusz and Miller, 2016; Kyrkjebø, 2015;
Skejic et al., 2009; Kyrkjebø et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2018a). Specifically,
in Belleter and Pettersen (2017), a constant bearing guidance method
with known leader velocity is proposed to assure the synchronized
motion of the marine vessels. In Bondhus and Pettersen (2005), an
observer-controller scheme is presented to synchronize two ships by
using position-yaw information only. In Gierusz and Miller (2016), a
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kinematic controller based on model predictive method is proposed
to track the generated reference trajectory for approaching the leader
vessel. In Kyrkjebø (2015), kinematic and dynamic observers are de-
signed to estimate missing velocity and acceleration state information
required in coordination control. In Skejic et al. (2009), a unified
seakeeping and maneuvering model of two advancing ships is proposed
based on a two-time scales and modular concept relevant for calm
water. The interaction forces and moments between the two ships are
estimated by using Newman–Tuck theory. In Kyrkjebø et al. (2007),
a leader–follower output feedback synchronization control scheme is
presented for the underway replenishment problem by using posi-
tion measurement only. In this study, the model of the leader ship
is not needed. In Liu et al. (2018a), a nonlinear control law based
on a dynamic surface control technique and a robust term is pro-
posed. The above works in Belleter and Pettersen (2017), Bondhus
and Pettersen (2005), Gierusz and Miller (2016), Kyrkjebø (2015),
Skejic et al. (2009), Kyrkjebø et al. (2007) and Liu et al. (2018a) have
made significant contributions for underway replenishment operations,
whereas the restrictions are as follows. The synchronization controllers
in Belleter and Pettersen (2017), Gierusz and Miller (2016), Skejic et al.
(2009), Kyrkjebø et al. (2007) and Liu et al. (2018a) is designed by
assuming that the vessel velocity is available. The authors in Bondhus
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and Pettersen (2005) and Kyrkjebø (2015) present two linear velocity
observers to recover the unavailable velocity. Besides, the finite-time
synchronization of the follower vessels and the leader vessel fails to be
achieved by using the above controllers, which does not have better
robustness and transient performance.

Motivated by the above mentioned observations, an anti-
disturbance synchronization control method is proposed to achieve the
underway replenishment for multiple under-actuated marine vessels
with unknown model uncertainties and external disturbances. Firstly, a
velocity observer based on robust exact differentiator (RED) is designed
to estimate the unavailable velocity of the leader vessel due to the
constrains/faults of network or sensor. Based on the RED-based velocity
observer, a finite-time light-of-sight (FTLOS) guidance law is developed
to synchronize the follower vessels and the leader vessels. Secondly,
two disturbance observers based on REDs are proposed to estimate
the unknown disturbances in the surge and yaw direction. Based
on the proposed observers, a nonlinear anti-disturbance control law
is developed. Finally, stability analysis shows that all errors of the
closed-loop system are ultimately uniformly bounded, and underway
replenishment of multiple marine vessels can be achieved in a finite
time via the proposed anti-disturbance synchronization control method.
The salient contribution of this paper is summarized as three-holds.

• In contrast to the synchronization guidance methods in Zhang
et al. (2017), Liu et al. (2017, 2016, 2020b), Cui et al. (2012),
Zheng and Zou (2016), Zheng et al. (2018), Gierusz and Miller
(2016), Kyrkjebø (2015), Skejic et al. (2009), Kyrkjebø et al.
(2007), He et al. (2022), Ihle et al. (2007) and He et al. (2022),
where the leader velocity is available, this paper designs a veloc-
ity observer based on RED to estimate the unknown velocity of
the leader vessel. With the recovered velocity, an FTLOS guidance
law is firstly developed to synchronize multiple marine vessels in
a finite time.

• In contrast to the disturbance observers proposed in Wu et al.
(2021), Lu et al. (2018, 2020), Cui et al. (2017), Dai et al. (2012),
He et al. (2019), Qin et al. (2020), Peng et al. (2020, 2021,
2013), Guo et al. (2019), Bondhus and Pettersen (2005), Liu
et al. (2019), Gu et al. (2019), Kyrkjebø (2015) and Jin (2016),
the RED-based disturbance observers are devised to estimate the
total unknown disturbances composed of model uncertainties and
external disturbances, which can enhance the robustness and
convergence.

• In contrast to the designed kinetic control laws in Bondhus and
Pettersen (2005), Liu et al. (2018b), Wang and Han (2017),
Gu et al. (2019, 2020), Peng et al. (2019), Liu et al. (2020a),
Xiang et al. (2017) and Chu et al. (2017), the proposed finite-
time anti-disturbance control law enables to track the desired
guidance velocity in a finite time. Besides, it is proved that all
error signals of the proposed closed-loop system are ultimately
uniformly bounded in finite-time.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 claims the problem for-
mulation. Section 3 provides the design and analysis of anti-disturbance
synchronization control method for the underway replenishment sys-
tem. Section 4 provides a simulation example. Section 5 concludes this
paper.

2. Preliminaries and problem formulation

2.1. Preliminaries

The following notations are used in this paper. R, R+ and Rn present
a real set, a positive real set and a n-dimensional real set, respectively.
(�)T describes the transpose of a vector or a matrix.  �  and Ò �Ò present
the absolute value of a real number and the Euclidean norm of a
vector, respectively. �max(�) and �min(�) are the maximum and minimum
eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix. For a real vector x À Rn and a real
number � À R, the symbol ‰x„� is defined as ‰x„� = [‰x1„� ,… , ‰xn„� ]T
with ‰xi„� = xi� sign(xi), where sign(x) is a sign function.

Fig. 1. A geometrical relationship of underway replenishment.

2.2. Lemmas

The following lemmas are used in this paper.

Lemma 1 (Hong et al., 2001). Consider a nonlinear system Üx(t) = f (x(t))
with f (0) = 0, x À Rn. Suppose there is a continuously differentiable
function V (x) defined in a neighborhood U1 œ Rn of the origin, and there
are real numbers a1 > 0 and 0 < 1 < 1, such that V (x) is positive definite
on U1 and

ÜV (x) + a1V 1 (x) f 0. (1)

Then, the zero solution of system is finite-time stable. Depending on initial
state x(0) = x0, the settling time is given by T f V 1*1 (x0)_a1(1 * 1) for
all x0 in some open neighborhood of the origin.

Lemma 2 (Moulay and Perruquetti, 2006). Considering a nonlinear system
Üx(t) = f (x(t)) satisfying f (0) = 0, x À U2 œ Rn, suppose that there exists
a continuous Lyapunov function V(x), real numbers a2 > 0, a3 > 0, and
0 < 2 < 1 such that

ÜV (x) + a2V (x) + a3V 2 (x) f 0. (2)

Then, the system is finite-time stable. For any given initial time t0, the settling

time T = t0 +
1

a2(1 * 2)
ln
`

r

r

p

a2V
1*2
1 (x(t0)) + a3

a3

a

s

s

q

.

2.3. Problem formulation

The motion of a marine vessel can be expressed in the north-east-
down frame {N} and the body-fixed frame {B} shown in Fig. 1. Consider
an underway replenishment system consisted of a leader vessel and N
follower vessels. The kinematic model of the leader vessel is presented
as follows (Fossen, 2011)

h

n

l

n

j

Üx0 = #0cos 0,
Üy0 = #0sin 0,
Ü 0 = !0,

(3)

where x0 À R, y0 À R and  0 À R are the position and heading angular
of the leader vessel in {N}; #0 =

t

u20 + v
2
0 is the total velocity of the

leader vessel with u0 and v0 being the surge and sway velocity. The
velocities u0 and v0 of the leader vessel may not be available. !0 is the
heading angular velocity in {B}.

Let xi À R, yi À R and  i À R denote the position and heading
angular of the ith follower marine vessel in {N}; #i =

t

u2i + v
2
i presents

the total speed, where ui and vi are the surge and sway velocity in {B},
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Fig. 2. The leader–follower synchronization control architecture of the ith marine
vessel.

respectively; ri is the yaw angular velocity; �id = Ü�i presents the time
derivative of the sideslip angle in {B} with �i = atan2(vi, ui). Thus, the
motion dynamics of the ith follower vessel can be described as (Fossen,
2011)

h

n

l

n

j

Üxi = #icos i,
Üyi = #isin i,
Ü i = ri + �id ,

(4)

and

h

n

l

n

j

miu Üui = fiu(ui, vi, ri, t) + ⌧iu(t) + ⌧iuw(t),
miv Üvi = fiv(ui, vi, ri, t) + ⌧ivw(t),
mir Üri = fir(ui, vi, ri, t) + ⌧ir(t) + ⌧irw(t),

(5)

where miu, miv and mir are the inertia terms of the ith vessel; fiu(�), fiv(�)
and fir(�) are the unknown functions including Coriolis terms, damping
terms and unmodeled dynamics; ⌧iuw, ⌧ivw and ⌧irw are the unknown
external time-varying disturbance owing to wind, waves and currents;
⌧iu and ⌧ir are the control input torques.

Noting that ui = #icos�i, the kinetic model (5) can be represented
as follows
T

miu Ü#i = fiu(�) + ⌧iu + ⌧iuw + 2miu Ü#i sin2(
�i
2 ) + miu#i sin(�i)�id ,

mir Üri = fir(�) + ⌧ir + ⌧irw(t).
(6)

Before stating the control objective, define two kinematic tracking
errors in {B} as follows
<

xie = (xi * x0)cos 0 + (yi * y0)sin 0 * �ix,
yie = *(xi * x0)sin 0 + (yi * y0)cos 0 * �iy,

(7)

where xie À R and yie À R are the along-track errors and cross-track
errors in {B}; �ix and �iy are the predefined distances to guarantee the
safety of underway replenishment operations. The control objective of
this paper is to develop an anti-disturbance synchronization control
method of the under-actuated follower ships model described with (4)
and (5) such that
<

limtôÿ xie f "ix,
limtôÿ yie f "iy,

(8)

where "ix À R+ and "iy À R+ are small constants.

3. Design and analysis

In this section, an integrated guidance and control method is pre-
sented to achieve the underway replenishment operations despite of
unknown model uncertainties, external disturbances, and unknown
velocities of the leader vessel. The architecture of the proposed syn-
chronization controller includes a finite-time kinematic guidance law
and a finite-time kinetic control law shown in Fig. 2.

3.1. FTLOS guidance law

In this part, firstly, a RED-based velocity observer is designed to
estimate the total velocity of the leader vessel. Next, a kinematic
guidance law based on FTLOS is developed to provide the desired
synchronization commands with the estimated velocity. Finally, the
stability of each error subsystem in the kinematic level is analyzed via
the Lyapunov stability theory.

(i) RED-based velocity observer

Taking the derivative of (7) with (3) and (4), it renders that
<

Üxie = #icos( i *  0) + !0(yie + �iy) + #i0,
Üyie = #isin( i *  0) * !0(xie + �ix),

(9)

where #i0 = *#0.
To recover the unavailable velocity #0 for the follower marine

vessels, a velocity observer based on RED is designed as follows (Davila
et al., 2009)
T

ÜÇxie = *�i1‰ Çxie * xie„
1
2 + Ç#i0 + #icos( i *  0) + !0(yie + �iy),

ÜÇ#i0 = *�i2‰ Çxie * xie„0,
(10)

where Çxie and Ç#i0 are the estimations of xie and #i0, respectively; �i1 À
R+ and �i2 À R+ are the observer gains.

Define the estimated errors Éxie = Çxie * xie and É#i0 = Ç#i0 * #i0. Along
(9) and (10), the time derivative of Éxie and É#i0 can be presented as
follows
T

ÜÉxie = *�i1‰ Éxie„
1
2 + É#i0,

ÜÉ#i0 = *�i2‰ Éxie„0 * Ü#i0.
(11)

Letting zi1 =
⌅

Éxie, É#i0
⇧T and ⇠i1 =

⌧

‰ Éxie„
1
2 , É#i0

�T
, Eq. (11) can be

represented as

Ü⇠i1 = Ai1⇠i1_⇠
(1)
i1  + Bi1 Ü#i0, (12)

where ⇠(1)i1 = ‰ Éxie„
1
2 , Ai1 =

L

* 1
2 �i1

1
2

*�i2 0

M

and Bi1 =
4

0
*1

5

.

To analyze the stability of the subsystem (11), the following assump-
tion is needed.

Assumption 1. For the leader vessel, the time derivative of #i0 is
uniformly bounded, such that for all t > t0: #i0 f Ñ#i0 with Ñ#i0 being a
positive constant.

Applying the transformed term Ö#i0 = ⇠(1)i1 #i0, it yields that Ö#i0
satisfies 

Ö#i0(t, ⇠i1) f Ñ#i0⇠
(1)
i1 , that is ⇣i1( Ö#i0, ⇠i1) = * Ö#2i0(t, ⇠i1) +

Ñ#2i0⇠
(1)2
i1 g 0. Then, (12) can rewritten as

Ü⇠i1 =
1

⇠(1)i1 

�

Ai1⇠i1 + Bi1 Ö#i0
�

. (13)

Noting that Ai1 is a Hurwitz matrix, the robust stability analysis can
be performed through
4

ATi1Pi1 + Pi1Ai1 + ✏i1Pi1 + Ñ#2i0C
T
i1Ci1 Pi1Bi1

BTi1Pi1 *1

5

< 0, (14)

where Ci1 = [1 0].
The stability of the subsystem (11) can be given as below.

Lemma 3. Suppose that there exist a symmetric and positive definite
matrix Pi1 = PTi1 > 0 such that (14) or equivalently, the Algebraic Riccati
Equation

ATi1Pi1 + Pi1Ai1 + Ñ#2i0C
T
i1Ci1 + Pi1Bi1B

T
i1Pi1 = *Qi1 (15)

is satisfied with Qi1 > 0. In this case, the error signal zi1 of subsystem (11)
can converge in finite time to the origin for all Ü#i0 under Assumption 1.
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Proof. Construct a Lyapunov function V1(z11,… , zN1) as

V1(z11,… , zN1) =
N
…

i=1
⇠Ti1Pi1⇠i1. (16)

Along (13), the time derivative of V1 renders that

ÜV1 =
N
…

i=1

1
⇠(1)i1 

L

⇠i1
Ö#i0

MT
4

ATi1Pi1 + Pi1Ai1 Pi1Bi1
BTi1Pi1 0

5

L

⇠i1
Ö#i0

M

f N
…

i=1

1
⇠(1)i1 

h

n

l

n

j

L

⇠i1
Ö#i0

MT
4

ATi1Pi1 + Pi1Ai1 Pi1Bi1
BTi1Pi1 0

5

L

⇠i1
Ö#i0

M

+ ⇣i1

i

n

m

n

k

.

(17)

Using (14) and (15), ÜV1 follows that

ÜV1 f
N
…

i=1

1
⇠(1)i1 

h

n

l

n

j

L

⇠i1
Ö#i0

MT
4

ATi1Pi1 + Pi1Ai1 Pi1Bi1
BTi1Pi1 *1

5

L

⇠i1
Ö#i0

M

+
L

⇠i1
Ö#i0

MT L Ñ#2i0C
T
i1Ci1 Pi1Bi1

BTi1Pi1 *1

ML

⇠i1
Ö#i0

M
i

n

m

n

k

f N
…

i=1
* 1
⇠(1)i1 

⇠Ti1Qi1⇠i1 f
N
…

i=1
*�i1(Pi1)(⇠Ti1Pi1⇠i1)

1
2

f *l1V
1
2

1 (z11,… , zN1),

(18)

where l1 = min
�

�11(P11),… ,�N1(PN1)
�

with

�i1(Pi1) =
�min(Qi1)�

1
2
min(Pi1)

�max(Pi1)

being a scalar depending on the selection of Qi1 matrix.
Applying to Lemma 1, the subsystem (11) is finite-time stable. And

the estimated errors Éxie and É#i0 can converge to zero in finite time T1
satisfying  Éxie f Ñxie and 

É#i0 f Ñ#i0 with Ñxie À R+ and Ñ#i0 À R+ being
upper bounds of errors. The time T1 for (11) meets

T1 f 2
l1
V

1
2

1
�

z11(t0),… , zN1(t0)
�

, (19)

where z11(t0),… , zN1(t0) are the initial state at time t0. ∏

(ii) FTLOS guidance law

Define the tracking errors #ie = #i * #if and qi# = #if * ↵i# with ↵i#
and #if being the desired velocity signal and the filtered signal of ↵i#
for follower ships. Then, the position error dynamics (9) can be written
as follows
T

Üxie = ↵i# + #ie + qi# * 2#isin2
⇠ i *  0

2

⇡

+ #i0 + !0(yie + �iy),
Üyie = #isin(↵i *  0 + �i) + %i * !0(xie + �ix),

(20)

where %i = #isin( i *  0) * #isin(↵i *  0 + �i).
The predictor-based LOS guidance law (Liu et al., 2016) and ESO-

based guidance law (Liu et al., 2017) aim to estimate the unknown
sideslip angle. In addition, the finite-time estimation and control cannot
be achieved. In this paper, a FTLOS guidance law is proposed such that
the faster convergence of cross-tracking error. Motivated by REDs and
finite-time control method (Davila et al., 2009; Jin, 2018), the FTLOS
guidance law is proposed as follows

h

n

l

n

j

↵i# = *kdi1xie * k
d
i2⇢ix + 2#isin2

⇠ i *  0
2

⇡

* Ç#i0,

↵i = atan2
H

*
yie + kdi3⇢iy

�i

I

+  0 * �i,
(21)

where kdi1, k
d
i2, and kdi3 are the positive designed control constants;

�i À R+ is a look ahead distance. ⇢ix and ⇢iy are constructed as

⇢ix =
h

n

l

n

j

‰xie„
1
2 , xie g ◆ix,

xie_◆
* 1

2
ix , xie < ◆iy.

⇢iy =
h

n

l

n

j

‰yie„
1
2 , yie g ◆iy,

yie_◆
* 1

2
iy , yie < ◆iy,

(22)

where ◆ix and ◆iy are small positive constants.

Remark 1. By using the constructed terms ⇢ix and ⇢iy, the continuity
of the FTLOS guidance law can be ensured. From (22), we can get
that ⇢ix(◆+ix) = limxieô◆+ix

= xie
1
2 , and ⇢ix(◆*ix) = limxieô◆*ix

= xie
1
2

for xie > 0, i.e. ⇢ix(◆+ix) = ⇢ix(◆*ix). Obviously, it can also obtain that
⇢ix(*◆+ix) = ⇢ix(*◆*ix). Then, it concludes that ⇢ix is continuous. Similarly,
we have Ü⇢ix(◆+ix) = Ü⇢ix(◆*ix) and Ü⇢ix(*◆+ix) = Ü⇢ix(*◆*ix), which means that
Ü⇢ix is continuous. For ⇢iy, the discussion process is omitted due to ⇢iy
similar to ⇢ix.

Next, let  ie =  i * �i * ↵i , rie = ri * rif and qir = rif * ↵ir where ↵ir
is the desired yaw velocity signal for follower ships. rif is the filtered
value of ↵ir. Taking the derivative of  ie yields as

Ü ie = ↵ir + rie + qir * Ü↵ i . (23)

To stabilize the dynamics of  ie, the desired yaw velocity signal is
designed as follows

↵ir = *kdi4 ie * k
d
i5⇢i + Ü↵i . (24)

where kdi4, k
d
i5 À R+ are the designed control gains. ◆i meets

⇢i =
h

n

l

n

j

‰ ie„
1
2 ,  ie g ◆i ,

 ie_◆
* 1

2
i ,  ie < ◆i 

(25)

with ◆i being a small positive constant.
Combining (21), (25), (20), (23), the dynamics of kinematic errors

can be devised as follows
h

n

n

l

n

n

j

Üxie = *kdi1xie * k
d
i2⇢ix + #ie + qi# * É#i0 + !0(yie + �iy),

Üyie = *#iyie * #ik
d
i3⇢iy + %i * !0(xie + �ix),

Ü ie = *kdi4 ie * k
d
i5⇢i + rie + qir,

(26)

where #i = #i_
t

(yie + kdi3⇢i(yie))2 + �
2
i .

3.2. Kinetic control law

In this part, two REDs are used to obtain the derivative information
of the desired guidance signals. Next, two disturbance observers based
on REDs are proposed to address the unknown uncertainties and distur-
bances of marine vessels. With the estimated disturbances, a nonlinear
anti-disturbance finite-time control law is developed to track the signals
from REDs. Finally, the stability of each error subsystem is proved that
tracking error signals can converge to zero in a finite time.

In order to obtain smooth motion profile, the desired guidance sig-
nals ↵i# and ↵ir are driven to pass through the following REDs (Levant,
1998)

h

n

n

l

n

n

j

Ü#if = *�#i1‰#if * ↵i#„
1
2 + #dif ,

Ü#dif = *�#i2‰#if * ↵i#„0,

Ürif = *�ri1‰rif * ↵ir„
1
2 + rdif ,

Ürdif = *�ri2‰rif * ↵ir„0,

(27)

where #dif and r
d
if are the estimations of Ü↵i# and Ü↵ir, respectively; �#i1,

�#i2, �
r
i1 and �

r
i2 are the predefined gains with �

#
i1 À R+, �#i2 À R+, �ri1 À R+

and �ri2 À R+.
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Assumption 2. In the practical application, the time derivatives of ↵i#
and ↵ir is bounded and satisfies Ü↵i# f Ñ↵i# and Ü↵ir f ↵ir with Ñ↵i# and Ñ↵ir
being positive constants.

According to Levant (1998), the system (27) is finite-time stable
under Assumption 2. By selecting the appropriate parameters �#i1, �

#
i2,

�ri1 and �
r
i2, the estimated error signals qi# and qir can converge to small

neighborhood of the origin in a finite time and satisfy qi# f Ñqi# À R+

and qir f Ñqir À R+.

(i) The RED-based disturbance observers

To facilitate the design of the kinetic controllers, we rewrite (6) as
follows
< Ü#i = �i#(�) + m*1

iu ⌧iu,
Üri = �ir(�) + m*1

ir ⌧ir,
(28)

where �i#(�) and �ir(�) are the unknown functions with �i#(�) =
m*1
iu (fiu(�)+⌧iuw+2miu Ü#i sin2(

�i
2 )+miu#i sin(�i)�id ) and �ir(�) = m*1

ir (fir(�)+
⌧irw). The following assumption is needed.

Assumption 3 (Guo et al., 2016). The time derivatives of �i# and �ir
are bounded such that all t > t0:  Ü�i#(t) f Ñ�i# and  Ü�ir(t) f Ñ�ir with Ñ�i#
and Ñ�ir being positive constants.

To address the velocity control problem of multiple under-actuated
marine vessels under unknown model uncertainties and ocean distur-
bances, two RED-based observers are proposed to estimate �i#(�) and
�ir(�) as follows

h

n

n

l

n

n

j

ÜÇ#i = *�i3‰ Ç#i * #i„
1
2 + Ç�i# + m*1

iu ⌧iu,
ÜÇ�i# = *�i4‰ Ç#i * #i„0,
ÜÇri = *�i5‰Çri * ri„

1
2 + Ç�ir + m*1

ir ⌧ir,
ÜÇ�ir = *�i6‰Çri * ri„0,

(29)

where Ç#i, Ç�i#, Çri and Ç�ir denote estimated values of #i, �i#, ri and �ir,
respectively; �i3 À R+, �i4 À R+, �i5 À R+ and �i6 À R+ are predefined
observer parameters.

Define estimation errors É#i = Ç#i * #i, É�i# = Ç�i# * �i#, Éri = Çri * ri and
É�ir = Ç�ir*�ir. Using (28) and (29), the error dynamics of the subsystem
(29) can be expressed as

h

n

n

l

n

n

j

ÜÉ#i = *�i3‰ É#i„
1
2 + É�i#,

ÜÉ�i# = *�i4‰ É#i„0 * Ü�i#,
ÜÉri = *�i5‰Éri„

1
2 + É�ri ,

ÜÉ�ir = *�i6‰Éri„0 * Ü�ir.

(30)

Similar to (11), the stability analysis of (30) can be directly given
via the following lemma.

Lemma 4. Suppose that there exist symmetric and positive definite
matrices Pi2 = PTi2 and Pi3 = PTi3 such that the Algebraic Riccati Equations
T

ATi2Pi2 + Pi2Ai2 + Ñ↵2i#C
T
i2Ci2 + Pi2Bi2B

T
i2Pi2 = *Qi2,

ATi3Pi3 + Pi3Ai3 + Ñ↵2irC
T
i3Ci3 + Pi3Bi3B

T
i3Pi3 = *Qi3

(31)

are satisfied with Qi2 > 0 and Qi3 > 0, where zi2 = [ É#i, É�i#]T , zi3 =
[Éri, É�ir]T , Bi2 = Bi3 = Bi1, Ci2 = Ci3 = Ci1 and

Ai2 =
L

* 1
2 �i3

1
2

*�i4 0

M

and Ai3 =
L

* 1
2 �i5

1
2

*�i6 0

M

.

Therefore, under Assumption 3, the error signals zi4 and zi5 of subsystem
(30) can converge to a small neighborhood of the origin in a finite time.

(ii) Anti-disturbance finite-time control law

Letting Ç#ie = Ç#i * #if and Çrie = Çri * rif , the time derivatives of Ç#ie
and Çrie can be presented as follows
T ÜÇ#ie = *�i3‰ É#i„

1
2 + Ç�i# + m*1

iu ⌧iu * Ü#if ,
ÜÇrie = *�i5‰Éri„

1
2 + Ç�ri + m

*1
ir ⌧ir * Ürif .

(32)

To stabilize Ç#ie and Çrie, a nonlinear kinetic anti-disturbance control
law based on two proposed observer (29) is developed for the follower
vessels as follows
<

⌧iu = miu(*kci1 Ç#ie * k
c
i2⇢i# * Ç�i# + Ü#if ),

⌧ir = mir(*kci3 Çrie * k
c
i4⇢ir * Ç�ir + Ürif ),

(33)

where kci1 À R+, kci2 À R+, kci3 À R+ and kci4 À R+ are control gains. ⇢i#
and ⇢ir are defined as

⇢i# =
h

n

l

n

j

‰

Ç#ie„
1
2 , 

Ç#ie g ◆i#,
Ç#ie_◆

* 1
2

i# , 

Ç#ie < ◆i#,
and ⇢ir =

h

n

l

n

j

‰Çrie„
1
2 , Çrie g ◆ir,

Çrie_◆
* 1

2
iy , rie < ◆ir,

where ◆i# and ◆ir are small positive constants.
Substituting (33) into (32), the time derivative of Ç#ie and Çrie can be

denoted as
T ÜÇ#ie = *kci1 Ç#ie * k

c
i2⇢i# * �i3‰ É#i„

1
2 ,

ÜÇrie = *kci3 Çrie * k
c
i4⇢ir * �i5‰Éri„

1
2 .

(34)

3.3. Stability analysis

In the last parts, a finite-time leader–follower anti-disturbance syn-
chronization controller has been devised. In this section, we aim to
analyze the stability of the closed-loop system. Recall and summary the
tracking error dynamics of xie, yie,  ie, Ç#ie and Çrie as follows

h

n

n

n

l

n

n

n

j

Üxie = *kdi1xie * k
d
i2⇢ix + #ie + qi# * É#i0 + !0(yie + �iy),

Üyie = *#iyie * #ik
d
i3⇢iy + %i * !0(xie + �ix),

Ü ie = *kdi4 ie * k
d
i5⇢i + rie + qir,

ÜÇ#ie = *kci1 Ç#ie * k
c
i2⇢i# * �i3‰ É#i„

1
2 * xie,

ÜÇrie = *kci3 Çrie * k
c
i4⇢ir * �i5‰Éri„

1
2 *  ie.

(35)

The stability of the closed-loop system (35) is given via the follow-
ing theorem.

Theorem 1. Consider multiple under-actuated marine vessels with dy-
namics (4) and (6), the RED-based velocity observer (10), the REDs (27),
the disturbance observers (29), the FTLOS guidance law (21) and the
nonlinear anti-disturbance control law (33). Under Assumption 1–3, all
tracking errors of the proposed closed-loop system are ultimately uniformly
bounded. Moreover, the leader–follower synchronization control for under-
way replenishment of multiple under-actuated vessels can be achieved in a
finite time.

Proof. Construct a Lyapunov function candidate as

V2 =
1
2

N
…

i=1
(x2ie + y

2
ie +  

2
ie + Ç#2ie + Çr2ie). (36)

Taking the time derivative of V2 along (35), it renders that

ÜV2 =
N
…

i=1

⇠

* kdi1x
2
ie * #iy

2
ie * k

d
i4 

2
ie * k

c
i1
Ç#2ie * k

c
i3 Çr

2
ie * k

d
i2xie⇢ix

*#ik
d
i3yie⇢iy * k

d
i5 ie⇢i * kci2 Ç#ie⇢i# * k

c
i4 Çrie⇢ir

+xie(qi# + #ie * É#i0 + !0�iy) + yie(%i * !0�ix)

+ ie(qir + rie) * �i3 Ç#ie‰ É#i„
1
2 * �i5 Çrie‰Éri„

1
2
⇡

.

(37)
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Since #ie = Ç#ie * É#i and rie = Çrie * Éri, we have

ÜV2 =
N
…

i=1

⇠

* kdi1x
2
ie * #iy

2
ie * k

d
i4 

2
ie * k

c
i1
Ç#2ie * k

c
i3 Çr

2
ie * k

d
i2xie⇢ix

*#ik
d
i3yie⇢iy * k

d
i5 ie⇢i * kci2 Ç#ie⇢i# * k

c
i4 Çrie⇢ir

+xie(qi# + Ç#ie * É#i * É#i0 + !0�iy) + yie(%i * !0�ix)

+ ie(qir + Çrie * Éri) * �i3 Ç#ie‰ É#i„
1
2 * �i5 Çrie‰Éri„

1
2
⇡

.

(38)

Using Young’s inequality, there are

xie Ç#ie f 1
2 (x

2
ie + Ç#2ie) and  ie Çrie f 1

2 ( 
2
ie + Çr2ie). (39)

According to Lemmas 3–4, we substitute (39) into (38) and rewrite
ÜV2 as

ÜV2 f
N
…

i=1

0

* kd®i1 x
2
ie * #iy

2
ie * k

d®
i4 

2
ie * k

c®
i1
Ç#2ie * k

c®
i3 Çr

2
ie * k

d
i2xie⇢ix

*#ik
d
i3yie⇢iy * k

d
i5 ie⇢i * kci2 Ç#ie⇢i# * k

c
i4 Çrie⇢ir

+xie( Ñqi# + Ñ#i + Ñ#i0 + Ñ!0�iy) + yie( Ñ%i + Ñ!0�ix)

+ ie( Ñqir + Ñri) + �i3 Ç#ieÒ É#i
1
2 + �i5ÇrieÒÉri

1
2

1

,

(40)

with kd®i1 = kdi1 *
1
2 , k

d®
i4 = kdi4 *

1
2 , k

c®
i1 = kci1 *

1
2 and k

c®
i3 = kci3 *

1
2 .

Define the variables hi1 = min{kd®i1 , #i, k
d®
i4 , k

c®
i1 , k

c®
i3}, hi2 =

min{kdi2, #ik
d
i3, k

d
i5, k

c
i2, k

c
i4}, hi3 = max{hix,hiy,hi ,hi#,hir} with hix =

Ñqi# + Ñ#i + Ñ#i0 + Ñ!0�iy; hiy = Ñ%i + Ñ!0�ix; hi = Ñqir + Ñ#i; hi# = �i3 É#i
1
2

and hir = �i5Éri
1
2 . Then, it implies that

ÜV2 f
N
…

i=1

⇠

*hi1(x2ie + y
2
ie * k

d®
i4 

2
ie + Ç#2ie + Çr2ie) * hi2(xie⇢ix + yie⇢iy+

 ie⇢i + Ç#ie⇢i# + Çrie⇢ir) + hi3(xie + yie +  ie + 

Ç#ie + Çrie)
⇡

,

(41)

To simplify the process, we define the vectors xe =
⌅

x1e,… , xNe
⇧T ,

ye =
⌅

y1e,… , yNe
⇧T ,  e =

⌅

 1e,… , Ne
⇧T , Ç#e = [ Ç#1e,… , Ç#Ne]T ,

Çre = [Çr1e,… , ÇrNe]T , ⇢x =
⌅

⇢1x,… , ⇢Nx
⇧T , ⇢y =

⌅

⇢1y,… , ⇢Ny
⇧T , ⇢ =

⌅

⇢1 ,… , ⇢N 
⇧T , ⇢# =

⌅

⇢1#,… , ⇢N#
⇧T , ⇢r =

⌅

⇢1r,… , ⇢Nr
⇧T . Thus, ÜV2 can

be further represented as
ÜV2 f * h1

�

ÒxeÒ2 + ÒyeÒ2 + Ò eÒ2 + Ò

Ç#eÒ2 + ÒÇreÒ2
�

* h2
�

xTe ⇢x + y
T
e ⇢y +  

T
e ⇢ + Ç#Te ⇢# + ÇrTe ⇢r

�

+ h3
�

ÒxeÒ + ÒyeÒ + Ò eÒ + Ò

Ç#eÒ + ÒÇreÒ
�

,

(42)

where h1 = mini=1,…,N{hi1}, h2 = mini=1,…,N{hi2}, and h3 =
mini=1,…,N{hi3}.

Letting E1 = [xTe , yTe ,  Te , Ç#Te , Çr
T
e ]T and E2 = [⇢Tx , ⇢Ty , ⇢T , ⇢T# , ⇢

T
r ]T ,

one has

ÜV2 f *h1ÒE1Ò
2 * h2ET1 E2 + h3ÒE1Ò. (43)

According to the definition of ⇢ix, ⇢iy, ⇢i , ⇢i#, and ⇢ir, the following
discussion is needed.

Case 1: When xie < ◆ix, yie < ◆iy,  ie < ◆i ,  Ç#ie < ◆i# and Çrie <
◆ir, i = 1,… ,N , it gets E2 = ◆E1 with ◆ = diag{◆1x,… , ◆Nx, ◆1y,… , ◆Ny,
◆1 ,… , ◆N , ◆1#,… , ◆N#, ◆1r,… , ◆Nr}. Then it yields

ÜV2 f *
�

h1 + h2�min(◆)
�

ÒE1Ò
2 + h3ÒE1Ò (44)

For ÒE1Ò g h3_(✓c1) with c1 = h1 + h2�min(◆) and 0 < ✓ < 1, the
derivative of V2 can be expressed as

ÜV2 f *c1(1 * ✓)ÒE1Ò
2. (45)

Thus, all error signals of the closed system (35) are uniformly
ultimately bounded when xie < ◆ix, yie < ◆iy,  ie < ◆i ,  Ç#ie < ◆i#
and Çrie < ◆ir, i = 1,… ,N .

Case 2: When xie g ◆ix, yie g ◆iy,  ie g ◆i ,  Ç#ie g ◆i# and
Çrie g ◆ir, i = 1,… ,N , it gets E2 = ‰E1„

1
2 . Substituting E2 into (43), we

have

ÜV2 f *h1ÒE1Ò
2 * h2ÒE1Ò

3
2 + h3ÒE1Ò. (46)

From (46), we can further obtain two inequalities as

ÜV2 f *
�

h1 * h3_ÒE1Ò
�

ÒE1Ò
2 * h2ÒE1Ò

3
2 (47)

and

ÜV2 f *h1ÒE1Ò
2 *

⇠

h2 * h3_ÒE1Ò
1
2
⇡

ÒE1Ò
3
2 . (48)

Based on the inequality (47), for ÒE1Ò > h3_h1, it implies that

ÜV2 f *c2V2 * c3V
3
4

2 , (49)

where c2 = h1 * h3_ÒE1Ò and c3 = h2.
According to Lemma 2, the region ÒE1Ò f h3_h1 can be arrived in

a finite time t1 satisfying

t1 f t0 +
4ÒE1Ò

h1ÒE1Ò * h3
ln
`

r

r

r

p

(h1ÒE1Ò * h3)V
1
4

2 (t0) + c3ÒE1Ò

c3ÒE1Ò

a

s

s

s

q

.

Based on (48), when Ò⌅Ò >
�

h23_h
2
2
�

, ÜV2 can be devised as

ÜV2 f *c4V2 * c5V
3
4

2
(50)

with c4 = h1 and c5 = h2 * h3_ÒE1Ò
1
2 .

Using Lemma 2, the region ÒE1Ò f �

h23_h
2
2
�

is reached in a finite
time t2 satisfying

t2 f t0 +
4
h1

ln
`

r

r

r

p

h1ÒE1Ò
1
2 V

1
4

2 (t0) + h2ÒE1Ò
1
2 * h3

h2ÒE1Ò
1
2 * h3

a

s

s

s

q

.

Therefore, it is concluded that E1 in this case is bounded and
satisfied with

ÒE1Ò f min
T

h3
h1

,
h23
h22

U

(51)

in a finite time T2 f max�t1, t2�. The proof is completed. ∏

4. Simulation results

In this section, a simulation example is used to illustrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed finite-time anti-disturbance synchronization
control method. Consider an underway replenished system with a
leader vessel and two under-actuated follower marine vessels.

This simulation adapts the under-actuated vessel model in Skjetne
et al. (2005). The initial state of two follower vessels are prede-
fined as (x1, y1, 1, u1, v1, r1) = (4,*8,⇡_2, 0, 0, 0), (x2, y2, 2, u2, v2, r2) =
(*8, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0). The leader vessel is driven to move along a given tra-
jectory p(t) = [x(t), y(t)]T = [

˘

2t_4,
˘

2t_4]T , t g 0. The initial position
and heading of leader vessel is set as (x0, y0, 0) = (0, 0,⇡_4). The
proposed control laws in last section are summarized in Table 1. The
corresponding parameters for the proposed observers and controllers
are listed in Table 2. In order to show that FTLOS guidance law has a
faster convergence ability, a non-finite time LOS guidance (Gu et al.,
2019) is used to compare with the FTLOS. For t > 80, we increase
the environmental disturbance to demonstrate the robustness of the
proposed method.

The simulation results are given in Figs. 3–9. Specially, Fig. 3
presents the actual trajectories of the leader and follower marine vessels
guided by the proposed FTLOS guidance law (21) and nonlinear control
law (33). Fig. 4 provides along-tracking errors and cross-tracking errors
of the follower vessels guided by FTLOS and LOS. From Fig. 4, we know
that the FTLOS-guided follower vessels can converge to the reference
point in a shorter time. According to Figs. 3 and 4, the proposed
FTLOS method still enables the underactuated vessels to hold the better
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Table 1
Anti-disturbance synchronization control algorithm.
Kinematic level

Velocity observer
ÜÇxie = *�i1‰ Çxie * xie„

1
2 + Ç#i0 + #icos( i *  0) + !0(yie + �iy)

ÜÇ#i0 = *�i2‰ Çxie * xie„0

FTLOS guidance law
↵i# = *kdi1xie * k

d
i2⇢ix + 2#isin2

⇠

 i* 0
2

⇡

* Ç#i0
↵i = atan2

⇠

* yie+kdi3⇢iy
�i

⇡

+  0 * �i
↵ir = *kdi4 ie * k

d
i5⇢i * �id + Ü↵i 

Kinetic level

Differentiators

Ü#if = *�#i1‰#if * ↵i#„
1
2 + #dif

Ü#dif = *�#i2‰#if * ↵i#„0

Ürif = *�ri1‰rif * ↵ir„
1
2 + rdif

Ürdif = *�ri2‰rif * ↵ir„0

Disturbance observers

ÜÇ#i = *�i3‰ Ç#i * #i„
1
2 + Ç�i# + m*1

iu ⌧iu
ÜÇ�i# = *�i4‰ Ç#i * #i„0
ÜÇri = *�i5‰Çri * ri„

1
2 + Ç�ir + m*1

ir ⌧ir
ÜÇ�ir = *�i6‰Çri * ri„0

Nonlinear control law ⌧iu = miu(*kci1 Ç#ie * k
c
i2⇢i# * Ç�i# + Ü#if )

⌧ir = mir(*kci3 Çrie * k
c
i4⇢ir * Ç�ir + Ürif )

Table 2
The parameters of observers and controllers in the simulation.
Kinematic level

Parameter �i1 �i2 kdi1 kdi2 kdi3 kdi4 kdi5 �i
Value 2.0 0.40 0.05 0.10 1 0.15 0.25 5

Parameter �1x �2x �1y �2y ◆ix ◆iy ◆i 
Value 0 0 4 *4 0.2 0.5 0.1

Kinetic level

Parameter �#i1 �#i2 �ri1 �ri2 �i3 �i4 �i5 �i6
Value 2.5 0.25 2.5 0.25 8.0 5.0 2.5 1.2

Parameter kci1 kci2 kci3 kci4 ◆iy ◆i 
Value 1.2 0.2 2.0 0.25 0.001 0.001

Fig. 3. The trajectory of the leader and follower marine vessels.

tracking performance when the environmental disturbances increase. In
the first subplot of Fig. 5, the desired and actual heading of the follower
vessels are depicted by considering the time-varying slide-angle. In the
second one of Fig. 5, the actual total velocity of the leader vessel is
recovered by the designed observer (10) for each follower vessel. Fig. 6

Fig. 4. The along-track and cross-track errors of follower marine vessels (solid line:
FTLOS; dash line: LOS).

Fig. 5. The cross-track errors of the follower marine vessels.

displays the desired total velocity from (21), the estimated desired
total velocity from (27), actual total velocity and the estimated total
velocity from (29). Fig. 7 displays the desired angular velocity by (21),
the estimated desired angular velocity by (27), actual angular velocity
and the estimated angular velocity by (29). Under the environmental
disturbances, follower vessels can achieve convergence of the cross-
tracking errors via adjusting heading. Fig. 8 depicts the actual and
estimated total uncertainties from the proposed disturbance observer
(29) in # direction. Similarly, Fig. 9 shows the actual and the estimated
total uncertainties from the proposed disturbance observer (29) in r
direction. Fig. 10 describes the surge force ⌧iu and the yaw moment ⌧ir
during the whole process.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, an anti-disturbance leader–follower synchronization
control method based on REDs is proposed for underway replenish-
ment of multiple under-actuated marine vessels subject to unknown
model uncertainties and external disturbances. The architecture of the
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Fig. 6. The total velocity signals of the follower marine vessels.

Fig. 7. The yaw angular velocity signals in u direction.

Fig. 8. The estimations of total uncertainties in # direction.

Fig. 9. The estimations of total uncertainties in r direction.

Fig. 10. The surge force and yaw moment of the follower marine vessels.

proposed closed-loop system can be divided into a kinematic loop
and a kinetic loop. Specifically, at the kinematic level, the RED-based
observer can estimate the unknown total velocity of the leader vessel.
With the estimated velocity, the proposed FTLOS guidance law can
provide the desired synchronization commands for multiple under-
actuated marine vessels. Next, at the kinetic level, two REDs can be
used to smooth the signals from the kinematic loop. The unknown
model uncertainties and disturbances due to wind, wave and current
can be exactly estimated via the proposed disturbance observers. Based
on the estimation, the proposed nonlinear anti-disturbance control law
can track robustly the desired signals. Then, the stability of the closed-
loop system is analyzed by a Lyapunov stability theory and all errors
are ultimately uniformly bounded. Finally, the effectiveness of the
proposed anti-disturbance synchronization control method for marine
vessels is illustrated via a simulation example.
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